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Welcome Back to All Things Last Mile
We understand that busy people don’t have time to search for the
latest logistics industry news. All Things Last Mile brings you trends,
predictions, challenges and noteworthy news about the logistics
industry.

Latest News

UPS partners with Jumia to
expand delivery network in Africa
The new partnership will give UPS
customers to pick-up or drop-off
packages for sending across the world
at Jumia’s stations in Kenya, Morocco
and Nigeria.
Read More

Alphabet’s Wing is bringing
drone delivery to Texas this week
Wing announced that it is adding
Texas to its list of drone delivery
markets.
Read More

Amazon’s Largest Drone Delivery
Test Coming Late 2022
Amazon looks set to launch its
largest-ever drone delivery test later
this year with some reports
suggesting September 2022.
Read More

Shanghai port runs out of space
for refrigerated containers
Ocean carriers redirect shipments for
interim storage until lockdown eases.
Read More

Quickshift launches same-day
delivery service QS-Rapid in
Kolkata
Quickshift has launched its same-day
delivery service QS-Rapid in Kolkata,
one of the largest business hubs in
India.
Read More

Number of the Week

On average, Last-Mile Delivery can cost around $10 per small package in highdensity delivery routes and heavy packages in low-density delivery routes can
cost $50.
Source: DispatchTrack.

Company Spotlight

Drone Delivery Canada

Drone Delivery Canada is a drone-based logistics solution focused on
designing, creating and executing commercially viable drone solutions
for government, industrial, and retail customers. They offer a
complete turnkey logistics solution. Get access to their proprietary
software system (FLYTE), hardware and support services. Drone
Delivery Canada creates a safe and secure autonomous cargo delivery

process for its customers.
Drone Delivery Canada is a publicly listed company trading on the
TSX.
Learn more about Drone Delivery Canada.
Connect with Drone Delivery Canada on LinkedIn.
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